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Premier League Men

The 2012 Season began way back on the 28th January when a squad of approximately 35 guys assembled at the club
for the first pre-season session. As was the case with previous years pre-season, invitations are open to metro aspirants
as well as U/15 & U/18 juniors who are looking to impress and build a solid fitness base for the upcoming season. I aim
to continue with this policy in 2013 as I think it is beneficial for the club and strengthens ties between our senior
leaders and juniors on the rise.
Having finished as runners-up last season in the PL (and outside the 4 in the M1’s) there was plenty of work to be done
to get back to the summit. The PL squad benefitted from some new additions to the 2011 group with John Haynes
coming aboard as M1 coach, Andrew Searle joining the club looking for fresh challenges, as well as Craig Victory making
himself available for the 2012 season. Whilst we welcomed some terrific additions we were also disappointed to lose
popular club man and talented midfielder Allen Jamba back to NSW due to work circumstances. The pre-season saw
many highlights including:
The inaugural amazing race challenge around Port Adelaide. Adrian Settre and the Port Magpies Football Club trainers
taking a boxing and conditioning session. Saturday morning speedball warm-ups. The centre bounce clashes between
Reid v Tate were most entertaining. Joycey is still trying to find the rules I think...
As far as the minor rounds go, this season Hockey Metro decided to schedule 3 full rounds between the 9 teams (1 x
home, 1 x away, 1 x neutral), meaning that each side played 24 games. Whilst this was a challenge and required a lot
more planning & preparation than previous years, it also was a wonderful opportunity to introduce some new blood to
the tempo of PL Hockey whilst we managed unavailability due to injury, state commitments and work circumstances.
Looking back through the season records shows that 24 squad members pulled on the Black & White stripes to
represent PADHC at PL level this season, which is terrific from a future development perspective.

There were many highlights during the regular season and at the conclusion of 24 games we were able to secure the
minor premiership with 19 wins, 3 losses and 2 draws with a handy goal difference of + 72, not a bad record! Most
pleasing from a coaching perspective was the development of the young midfield group who stepped up to cover Allen,
as well as the continued growth of the senior leaders in being responsible for the team direction. Cameron Joyce took
out the league goal scoring award and also shared the 2012 Magpie medal with Tom Fitzgerald. From a representative
perspective the club was well represented by the following PL players:
Dan Haynes, Harry Johns (U/18)
Cameron Joyce, Tom Fitzgerald, Nathan Greenshields, Scott Germein, Dylan Roberts (U/21)
David Reid, Scott Germein, Cameron Joyce (AHL)
Moving onto the major round, the 2nd semi final saw us come up against 2nd placed North-East. We had a number of
chances in a tight contest and ended up losing 2-1 in golden goal extra time, much to our disappointment. There wasn’t
much time to sit back and rue missed opportunities as we had to start to prepare for the preliminary final against
Forestville who defeated Adelaide in extra time of the 1st semi.
To their credit the guys rebounded strongly and got over Forestville 3 nil in the prelim, the 3rd goal being one of the
highlights for the season in a brilliant piece of team play and setting up another crack at North-East in the Grand Final.
Going into the Grand Final our record showed that we had not defeated North-East in the past 2 seasons (a couple of
draws and a few narrow losses in this period), but you could sense that there was a steely resolve about the guys at
training in the lead up. Grand Final day will live on forever in my memory as one of the best days I have experienced. I
was so proud of the guys as well as the club who united as one and showed tremendous support to lift the guys over
the line to make it 4 premierships from 4 attempts for the club on super Saturday. The game itself was an extremely
hard fought contest against a tough and disciplined Zulu outfit with a single penalty corner conversion being the solitary
difference after 70 minutes of gutsy Hockey – we defended brilliantly and countered often against their strong defence
in a real arm wrestle.
Not too many things in life can beat the feeling of euphoria of sitting in your change rooms with 16 of your mates after
winning a flag and belting out your song – we may only allow ourselves to sing it once we achieve the ultimate goal, but
when we earn the right to sing it, we really know how to let rip! A great end to a great season! Finally a few people to
thank:
Paul Finnie (Assistant Coach extraordinaire and master of substitution)
Paul Beckmann (Manager, knower of obscure rules, masterchef and confidant)
John Haynes (M1 coach, organiser and master of discipline)
The PADHC Management Committee (strong & reliable leadership with vision)
The PADHC Membership (best supporters in the league)
Thanks & Regards,
Chainy
2012 PADHC PLM Coach

Premier League Women

It is with pleasure that I present my Premier League Report for 2012.
What a stellar season it turned out to be? Minor Premiers (19 wins, 2 losses and 3 draws) and then Premiers, defeating
Burnside in the semi and Grand Final to record yet another Premiership. This team must surely be one of the greatest
performed teams in the history of sport in South Australia.
Pre season was solid and numbers were sound. With injuries, competition for places in the team and other
commitments (U18s, U21s, U16s) it did however take some time for the final squads (Premier League and Metro 1) to
be settled and in fact changes were still being made only weeks before our finals campaign began.
Bronte Pickett and Kim Meldrum made returns to the team and Tess and Chloe Leary from Tasmania and Kelsey Dyer
from Port Lincoln were new additions to our squad.
It was a very long season with 3 full rounds of 24 games in total with numerous mid week games and as well as a
number of games on public holidays. This was to ultimately test the depth of our playing list and fortunately and in a
good sign for the future we did this with flying colours. An early season draw to Woodville and lost to Burnside in
rounds 2 and 3 was followed by 12 consecutive victories before a 1-0 loss to Adelaide Uni to complete round 2. The
final round of matches saw the team finish in top spot and the important double chance with 6 wins and 2 draws
(conceding only 4 goals).In three games just prior to the completion of the season we were without 3 important players
(Rudd, Welstead and Pickett, absent with state U16s) and we were playing Woodville and Uni who were vying for spots
in the final 4 and Uni even a chance to take our place in the top two. However, our depth stood tall and these
significant victories put us in the ideal position to challenge for the Premiership.
The season proper saw an even contribution from all players but it was Brooke Appleyard who was to win the Magpie
Medal followed closely by Jess Cibich, Sarah Weaver and Kim Meldrum. The only concern coming into the finals was the
physical state of some of our players due to the lengthy season and the commencement of training for the AHL Season,
injuries and illness.

We had played reasonably well throughout the year but what was most comforting was our performances against the
teams we may be pitted against in the finals, Burnside, Adelaide Uni and Woodville (5 wins, 2 losses and 2 draws).
Although finals are always a different level of hockey again due to the pressure and other factors I was quietly confident
that, provided we could get our best players on the field and that we had an even contribution from all our finals
campaign could be successful. There was also an “inner drive” from the players themselves to not let this opportunity
of being minor premiers and obviously the best performed team slip and then the season wasted. This was to be quite
obvious in the final stages of the Grand Final where the team was to eventually secure a victory in extra time.
The semi final against Burnside resulted in a 2-0 victory to the Magpies and with it a well deserved weeks rest. The lead
up to the Grand Final was most probably the most difficult I have ever encountered in my coaching career with only 6-7
of the players able to train during this important time. However, all declared themselves fit and available for the most
important game of the year.
A goal to Courtney Rudd early in the first half looked like that was going to be enough to reverse the trend of the last
two Grand Finals as this was to be the score with 4 minutes to play. From nowhere and rather controversially Burnside
scored during the final stages of the match to take the game into “golden goal extra time”, yet again. The last 5 Grand
Finals at least have gone this way. There was real belief and a sense of “wanting to win” among the group during this
period that was obvious to me and we were all delighted when Appleyard stole the ball midfield, eliminated and passed
to Rudd who slotted the winning goal home passed the Burnside keeper.
The players should be extremely proud of their efforts and I would like to thank them all for their support and loyalty
during the season. Congratulations to the Metro 1 women as well on their “back to back Premiership”. A season never
pans out as some players would have liked but to their credit, these players can be mightily proud of their team ethos
and spirit. To Matt Lloyd (Metro 1 coach), the leadership group of Sarah Harrison and Sarah Stephen, Manager Alice
Lange and Bronte Pickett (coach while I was overseas) and the Committee of the Port Adelaide Hockey Club (the
nd
“unsung heroes”) I say a special thank you. September 22 2012 will be a day that will live in my memory forever. It
was history in the making with the top four teams winning on the day, something that no club has ever achieved.
However, as equally memorable was the camaraderie and support amongst the players and supporters on that day. It
makes me proud to be a member of the Port Adelaide Hockey Club.
In closing I would like to say that the Women’s side of the club does continue to grow and prosper. However, we must
not rest on our laurels and aim to become bigger and better in the future.
May 2013 and beyond be just as successful.
Trevor Cibich

Metro 1 Men

The successful season for the Metro 1 Men’s Team began with preseason training in the last week of January. The
opportunity to combine hockey training with increasing fitness levels in a variety of different ways built and maintained
a positive attitude. Under the leadership of Mark Victory standards and expectations were set at a high level from day
one.
Throughout the eighteen minor round matches twenty six players represented the M1 Team. This was due to injuries,
state commitments and players moving up from the M2 Team. After the first seven matches we had recorded two
wins, two losses and three draws, and were in fifth position on the table. With the team becoming more settled in
terms of players and style, in our next eleven matches we recorded nine wins (scoring sixty two goals), one loss and one
draw. The goal scoring abilities of Chris Roberts and Adam Jeffrey must be highlighted; they created havoc and much
concern for opposition coaches and players. Sealing second place with a victory over North East with one minor round
match left saw the team focus on the upcoming finals.
Playing Grange in the semi-final we recovered from a poor start, being down two nil after twenty minutes, to be up
three goals to two with six minutes left. Unfortunately they scored and then again in golden goal. The preliminary final
against North East was a dour struggle with the team playing with ten players for twenty two minutes; the disciplined
work of all our defence was a real highlight. The result was a one all draw which put us into the grand-final.
The team lost only four matches all year, three of these were to Grange but we went into the final which much
confidence. With the match evenly placed at one goal all at half time we played some of our best attacking hockey for
the year. Three one up (goal scorers being Greg Beckman, Adam Jeffrey and Aidan Buckley) with six minutes to go they
scored and the team resisted a number of attacks and recorded a well-deserved win.
My thanks go to all players who represented the M1 Team. The leadership of Captain Paul Finnie cannot be
underestimated; he may not be the fastest player but his all-round abilities on and off the field proved invaluable. To
have a group of senior and experienced players, in particular Greg Beckman, Dion Tate and Adam Jeffrey, assisting and
supporting the large number of younger players in the squad made a significant difference. Theses younger players
have much to look forward to over the next few years. Our Manager Jodie Barrett deserves special mention. Her
preparation and support was first class, and the variety and selection of lollies made every team member happy to be in
her team! The wise words (and understanding of the rules) from Paul Beckman made my time coaching more satisfying
and enjoyable. The success of the Premier League and Metro 1 Teams in 2012 can be solely attributed to Mark Victory.
Throughout eight months of hockey he coped with the highs and lows associated with coaching in a professional,
structured and calm manner. The style of play that he established resulted in an attacking brand based on all players
contributing. To be part of the historic day when the top four teams won a premiership was real honour.
John Haynes

Metro 1 Women

2012 saw pre-season start earlier than previous years due to the extended Premier League season.
Season kick off started in April with the state championships at Port Adelaide. This was great hit out for the girls. They
were finally able to put all the training into action and see some results of their hard work.
Getting to the regular season saw the girls play some very strong consistent hockey. They continually out played the
opposition for large periods of games and put the results on the board. Their ability to score goals saw them score 20
more than their closest rivals in the standard competition and know if the opposition did managed to score, they will be
out scored by the end of the match.
Finishing the round minor premiers, (with two and a half rounds to go), had the girls so excited to play in yet another
finals campaign and before too long September was upon us. So confidently entering the first semi-final, the girls put
on a performance that was a real warning to all that were good enough to challenge us.
Grand final day saw the girls lift again to put on a performance that made me extremely proud of all the 15 girls in the
squad. Their ability to combine as a team, support each other and when the pressure was on, lift again to another level
was what we, as coaches aim to achieve.
Having our game as a prelude to what was going to unveil in the day, and to be a part of it, is something that I
personally am very proud of. More importantly though, the 15 girls that put the effort on the park on this day , and
throughout the year, have so much to hold their heads high about and gives senior women’s hockey at Port Adelaide a
very strong future in years to come.

Cheer Cheer, Matt Lloyd.

Metro 2 Men

st

The M2M this year experience a reverse of last year. 1 half was quite slow and working team structures out, the
second half more organized and finishing games off.
We had a great mixture of youth and experience through all lines, which helps develop players for the future and allows
older blokes to pass on their experience.
We did come across injury at the pointy end of the season and made the GF. Unfortunately we were not good enough
on the day and missed out this year.
This is a well balanced side with players returning and opportunity to develop more players. This team next year will
also be very strong in this grade.
A big thanks goes to Northy for running and organizing game days and to all involved.
This is a great group developing the Magpie spirit and the future look really strong.
Cheer Cheer
KS

Metro 2 Women

The Metro 2 Women Team came into the season quite a different looking team then they finished off last year as 2011
Premiers. A few key players and coach were lost but we were lucky to recruit a new coach, Nav Vela, and some new
players into the team including Bec Weiss from Adelaide, Narelle Rowell from Metro 1 Women’s and Chloe Leary from
Tasmania. We were also lucky to often have players fill in from our Metro 1 and Metro 3 teams throughout the season.
The season started well with 2 wins on the board seeing the team hit the top of the ladder early on but then a draw and
a couple of losses saw us just holding a top 4 spot. The team regrouped, worked hard and played some fantastic
th
hockey with a couple more wins and draws finishing the first half in 5 spot but well in touch with the leaders.
Unfortunately the second half of the season saw our team struggling for players as a result of illness, injury and other
commitments. Some of our key members were out for multiple weeks or even lost for the season. We had some
fantastic re-occurring efforts from 20 players from the Metro 3 Women’s Teams such as Tash Greenshields, Nicole
Wilhelm and Olivia Smith and all of our regular players continued to put in great efforts but with the loss of a few key
games our hope of appearing in the finals slowly faded.
th

Finishing in the season in a respectable 6 position all the team members can be commended for trying hard and
having the tenacity to push hard to the very last game. The team remained positive throughout which made it a great
team to play in even without making the finals.
Our best and fairest competition this year was based on a weekly vote by all the team members. As voted by all of us
as the deserving winner for the year was Chloe Leary, however a great team effort was evident with votes spreading
across almost every member of the team including our Metro 3 fill-ins. Hopefully the team can rebuild next year to
secure a top 4 spot and win a grand final!
Beck North, Manager

Metro 3 Men

The Metro 3 men season started off with a win against last year’s premiers North East. With the recruitment of Sean
Pearce and David Hooper our attack was looking stronger than it had for years. The following week saw Nick Lenior join
our group to command the Centre Forward spot and with Blake and Luke coming down from the 2’s our backline was
looking just as good. We struggled for a keeper for the first few weeks, but Aaron Mossop put his hand up to come up
from the 4’s and we have looked good ever since.
We had a few close games during the year, and a few different people coming and going from our squad due to injuries.
I guess I should mention Reidy’s hat-trick, which included a sliding goal, as a high light of the season (you now owe me a
beer for mentioning this), as well as seeing someone else take over the mantle from Guy for most shots on goal and not
converting, mind you he still scored most of our goals so well done Nicko.
All in all we have had a great season; we won our Semi against North East and went straight into the GF taking out
North East in an epic battle!
Cheer cheer the black and white
Darren Pettry

Metro 3 Women

The start of the year saw many changes for our team, with the introduction of some new players as well as the uprising
of some of the junior players into our team, making a squad of more than 20 players. With these factors considered we
had a shaky start to the year having 4 successive losses as we gelled together as a team. The initially turning point of
our season was after round four, where we turned our losing streak into a streak of draws (some might say this is not
much better) which we continued for the following 5 games. At the mid break of the year something special must have
happened as we began to win some games, including against the top sides. Under the guidance of some senior players,
as a team we grew from strengths to strengths making a mini-magpie family which could not be reckoned with. Not
only were we having strong games on the pitch, but as a team we also had a closer and stronger bond with one another
growing. We ended the season with a must win game, against the minor premiers where we fell short, missing out on
the finals by 1 measly point.
Overall our season was a success, and wouldn’t have happened without the organisation and assistance of our coach,
Bek Moroney, Training Coach, Guy Wightman and Captain, Olivia Brown who worked in conjunction with one another
to make it all happen.
Olivia Browns

Metro 4 Men

2012 proved to be a disappointing year for the Metro 4 men; we were unable to match the quality of the other teams
in the competition, languishing in 7th place by the completion of the minor rounds. The lads could string together some
brilliant passages of play but were unable to do it often enough.
We started the year without a keeper, as the treacherous Metro 3 men unashamedly stole our usual keeper, but
fortunately for us, club new comer Scott Leary stepped into the pads and proved to be more than capable in the
position.
One (three) shinning lights were the performance of our junior team members, Josh Loehr and Alby and Billy Robbins.
These three boys performed exceptionally well and proved to be a match for any opposition in the divisions. The future
of the club is assured for many years if we can continue to produce talent that matches that of these three Magpies.
Pommy Steve, another new comer to the club, proved to be more of a match on the left wing, he can hold a ball on his
left with one hand and beat anyone down the sideline…turning at the end proved to be somewhat difficult though with
more than one Run Forrest! Run Forrest! STOP!!! happening at the attacking base line.
Jimmy McMahon is being renamed Kraft owing to the amount of 'cheese' he collected throughout the year. As for the
rest of us, we're going to carry our creaking cartilage through another beer fuelled summer series and come back
stronger next year!!!
Cheer Cheer
Ando

Metro 4 Women

th

After finishing second bottom in 2011, the girls finished this year in 5 position and just out of finals contention by
percentage only!! We almost scrapped in to finals with a massive 10 - 0 win against Seacliff in the last game of the year.
We needed 14 goals.
The girls didn’t get any older this year … they actually managed to decrease their average age considerably by recruiting
some star junior players – average age being 31. Mel Garner “Mad Mel” & Bridgett Belton “Bridge” joined the ranks and
st
st
both had stellar seasons. Kloe Schiller played her 1 senior game with the M4W and also scored her 1 goal in senior
hockey … if you reckon she was happy you should have seen Bek!! Another new player to the team saw Kate “Gordo”
Ramsay return to the club. And what a welcome addition Gordo was!
Big thanks to Guy for coaching the girls … if you know our team he does really well to get a word or 2 in on a good day!
He managed to form a really close nit team and it was great to watch them improved so much throughout the year.
A few M4W achievements worth mentioning. Charlie played her first season as goalie, and what a fantastic season
Charlie had. Charlie is a great team member & not surprisingly finished high up in the medal count. We had a M4W
player achieving the highest result in the girls beep test at training – well done Liza (not bad for a DOB!!!). There was
Metro 4, 3 & 2 players present and Leez scrapped in with 11.2. Leez had a great season, finishing well up there in our
teams votes. Freddie had another very good year scoring 16 goals for the season, and she finished it off with a 6 goal
game against Seacliff. Rexy improved her fitness pre-season and had a great year consistently getting votes in the best
players and Tammie did what Guy asked her to do most of the time!!! …. Tam had a great year also pulling a lot of votes
even after missing a few games through injury. Caroline Cochrane (Laz) had a great year in defence working with the
backs keeping us competitive week in & week out.
We have fantastic team players in our side, I can’t mention everyone but we have our regulars who do anything for the
team & what the coach asks week in and week out without any regard for anything but the teams result. We’d be lost
without this group of core players. Big thanks to Lyndall Victory, Colleen Doyle, Sue Kitto, Lea Brown, Sarah Rose &
Karen Gale.
Our year may not have ended with a medal but we had several other milestones & some great times.
Go Magpies & see you Presentation Night.
Conry

Metro 5 Men

The learning for M5M this season was: "You can't score an average of less than 2 goals a game and expect to play in
September on the basis of a strong defence." The defining statistic for the season was that our defence ranked 3rd but
our attack ranked 8th.
Our season was very much one of two halves. At the end of round 8 we were 2 points clear in second spot and the only
undefeated team with 5 wins and 3 draws. We lost 7 of the next 10 games and became one of 4 teams fighting for 4th
spot. We were in 4th place at the end of round 17 requiring a win in round 18 to play in the finals. In a controversial
game that saw 1st half red cards for both teams and a 20 minute delay in restarting play we went down and finished a
disappointing 7th on goal difference.
With the exception of one or two games; it wasn't that we played particularly poorly but rather that we just couldn't
create / convert opportunities despite matching the strongest opposition in possession of the ball. An obvious injection
of additional talent to a number of other teams also saw the competition standard rise during the season but ours
stayed the same. M5M had 16 regular players which saw us frequently with a bench of 4 or 5. I was encouraged by the
positive way the players managed the frequent rotations and recognise that these rotations probably did affect the
team's front half balance. Despite our poor final ranking this group actually has a positive team spirit and played well
for each other. A point of encouragement for the team / club was the development of Connor Sangster, an elite water
polo player who came to have a run with us in his "off season". Connor's commitment to attend the mid week training
saw his skill develop to the point he became a valuable midfield runner for us and scored 3 goals in his first season of
club hockey.
Another welcome addition to the team this season was Johnno Wilson who joined us from Woodville. Johnno added
significantly to our back half. Matty Wilson's return to Port after some time away was also much appreciated. Looking
forward to 2013, this team has more potential than this season's result indicates. It has 2 or 3 players the club
could/should be playing higher but definitely needs to recruit at least one proven goal scorer to balance up an
abundance of half and full backs.
Thanks to:







Chris Clare for his commitment to managing this team for a number of years now which he has done very
diligently. Chris has stepped down from that role and I would invite others from this year’s playing group
to consider taking this up for 2013.
Col Ball and Ryan Johnstone for shouldering the teams umpiring responsibility.
All those who helped on canteen duty, you know who you are.
Kiwi for being the social co-ordinator.
Pete, Col and Chris for putting up with my regular phone calls

Many thanks,
Greg Broadbent, Captain /Coach M5M

Metro 6 Men (Kennedy’s)

2012 was always going to be challenge to maintain the desire of the amazing year that was
2011 - 20 games 20 wins no draws no losses and 9 -1 GF win = Premiership in 2011
st

From the 1 game it became clear that the competing clubs where going to be tougher this season with what turned
out to be four serious competitors that where striving to derail out plan for domination and the 2012 premiership
unfortunate for them they had beat Port Adelaide
As is always the way the team was rarely able to field a full complement with people travelling OS, working interstate,
having lunch appointments, sick pets or just not wanting to travel to the premier venues of Seacliff or Adelaide.
However as the games rolled by the required 3 points per game where added to the premiership table resulting in the
Kennedy’s remaining on top of the ladder week in week out.
Final standing 20 games for 20 wins, no draws, no losses and a GF 3-1 win =Premiership in 2012
Team stats: oldest player 63 years, youngest player 17 years, average age 50 years, average games 500 played for
PADHC
Bring on 2013
Rick Holliday

Masters Men

The Masters Men team played a long 22 game season without finals in a new structure. Most players thought a finals
series would have been better than a top of the table competition. That being said Seacliff took top honours, PADHC
2nd, Grange 3rd and North East 4th. Players included goalkeepers Terry Horne (Enfield on loan) and Pete Hanlon, full
backs Bill Drewett, Corky and Becks, midfielders Hughesy, Broadbent, Evert, Andrew Beckmann, Darren Pettrey, Barry
Thomas and Mike Filsell and strikers Cavan Newbie, Dave Kirschner from Queensland, Mark Conry, Waitey, Gazman,
Rickie, Youngie, Wal, Louie (part season), Robbie Brown, Emu, Steve Boltz Martin and team manager Kirner. Top polers
in best and fairest included 4 potential winners going into the last game.
A few injuries took their toll in a long season and too many games were played at The Pines. Highlights included some
excellent goals (a few own and many more in the right net), feisty tackles and strong words with umpires and immortal
own team sprays. But remaining within striking distance of a flag next year and with the opposition getting stronger 2013 will not be for the faint-hearted. And thanks to the loyal fans and families who seemed to be upset when there
was a bye Monday nights?

Masters Women

The Nags. How does one describe their season? Fulfilling, late, hard, frustrating & fun are adjectives that come to mind.
Some young, others young at heart. Accused of taking it too seriously by opposition teams whilst the opposite came to
mind from the bench. They created new plays; the most notable being how to pass the ball to the best player in the
opposition. They also came up with highly complicated field positions; i.e. the goalie, both fullbacks & a half back all
congregated at the top of the circle. When asked what the problem was the reply came “we’re catching up”. I mean
seriously! But that’s the way they like to play; it’s all about having fun.
th

The season began slowly with the first 3 games resulting in draws; season nearly over before it started. The 4 game
scrambled a 3-1 win against the side which ultimately finished bottom. At least it was a win. The next game finally saw
some balls for the pre game warm up. Just what Bee needed resulting in a hat trick for the game. Other than a hiccup
with a draw against the last placed side in round 10 (the only point they picked up for the entire season) winning
managed to move into 2nd place on the list of priorities still well behind having fun. The largest score line for the
season was 7-0 with another hat trick for Bee. Forestville always proved the toughest team to play & the hardest to
beat.
The competition was for over 35s & Port managed to attract 18 ladies to a list of regulars, 2 of them recruited from
Woodville & Seacliff & any shortfall for a game came from the 6 ladies on the emergency list. 9 of the 24 players only
played in this team. The age range went from 35 to 56. Not as old as some in the other teams but not as young either.
Their playing experience ranged from 2 first timers to seasoned players; a good mix. A testament to the camaraderie of
the team was Tessa Leary, a div 1 player who offered to fill in for a game & enjoyed herself so much she turned up each
week thereafter. There were no finals in this grade but considering the start to their season every game was pretty
st
much a final. These Magpies finished up winning the clubs 1 flag for 2012 with one game to spare. A great effort. They
achieved this result not because they trained their butts off but because they all got along, weren’t afraid to pass the
ball around & enjoyed themselves. They even managed to shower the Woodville clubrooms with their dulcet tones on
the hour with a great rendition of cheer cheer.
Unfortunately it looks as though there’s change in the wind, with a move to restrict the age of the masters women’s
competition which will exclude some of our girls next season. The other teams already struggle with numbers as it is so
what will be achieved through this move can only make one ponder. Perhaps instead of trying to limit the competition
& Port’s ability they should look at Port & wonder why it is that we can attract an abundance of eager players on a
Monday night where they cannot? Perhaps it was the regular dose of sugar from the abundance of lollies (sour worms
being a favourite) they hyped up on before & during the game or the laughter that could be heard from afar when the
realization hit that the goalie stole the lolly jar for her private use after half time. Maybe, just maybe our Nags didn’t
take it seriously enough & had too much fun for all to bear!

Mark Moore

Under 18 Men

The Under 18 Men started the season off with some new faces in the team and some old faces gone. David Reid took
the mantle as coach for 2012 with Greg Beckmann again sharing in the responsibility of guiding our young players in
their hockey development.
The Under 18 Men’s A competition saw 6 teams playing 3 full rounds in a 15 game competition. Our guys started the
season slowly, seemingly unable to put their full squad on the park, in the early rounds. With key players unavailable
some real endeavour was shown by our developing players to evolve their hockey skills and take the opportunity to
learn the roles of new positions.
With the squad settled down with regular members and a solid game plan, results started to turn to our favour. Some
close games and a couple of rued moments found the team chasing a top 4 finish, only to drop their final game and
miss the finals.
The season has provided all of the Under 18 players some strong development and preparation for competition in our
senior ranks and next year’s junior competition.
Lewis Guerin Hanlon capped an excellent season as custodian to collect the Best & Fairest award, with Tyson Gregory
taking to home Best Team Member and Corey Battersby received the Most Improved award.
For some, this year’s competition will be their last as juniors. The senior competition will see these young men further
their hockey calling, and given the opportunities for development our club offers, we urge all of these players, and
indeed our players continuing their junior careers, to strive to reach their full potential.
Gary Szkolik
Vice President – Juniors
For Greg Beckmann and David Reid

Under 18 Girls

A cracking year for the U18 girls having finished minor premiers and Premiers! Each and every one of the girls was
determined this year to win. Each girl strived to improve individually and the group worked hard to gel which didn't
take much work at all. I'm so proud to have coached this team and I will cherish this year forever. Their determination
to come back and win after being 2-1 down with four minutes down in the Grand Final makes me so proud to have
been their coach and be a part of it with them. To win the game through a short corner after the siren is a fairytale
finish and a moment I will never forget.
Thank you to the girls for making it a fantastic year!
Premiers 2012.
Go You Magpies!
Carly Simms

Under 15 Boys

th

Finished 5 ! The same result as last year.
Did not improve in position but grew to the future.
We did manage to crush the second placed Adelaide (peas) 4-1 away and halves of games were impressive. In Saying
that we also lost to the bottom side Forestville (Panthers) twice!!! A couple old terms “consistency/ scoring goals”
eluded us this year.
The development/ growth of these lads still was incredible. There were 6 – U/15 lads playing senior hockey this
year and the 8 that will return next year, hope we can have success and develop for future endeavors.
I really enjoy this gig! The lads, parents and development is a great reward. Thanks go to Ian Robbins (Manager) Parents
in general. The U/15A Lads. Good work bit of toughing up this year.
See you around Magpie land!
Cheer - Cheer KS

Under 15 Girls

The u15 girls have had a good year in many different ways to the last few seasons. At the start of the year the team
struggled to be competitive but with persistence and constantly giving their all the girls found themselves playing
competitive hockey and started winning some games. Throughout the year a few of the team had some sort of
exposure to playing in the senior sides and the confidence and skills they have learnt were brought back to this team
which strengthened the side more.
This group was a fantastic group to be involved with and the future is strong. All the players in this team improved by
leaps and bounds this season and I am looking forward to seeing the continued improvement in these girls in the years
to come.
A special thanks to Chantal Nel for managing the group and conducting trainings when my work schedule wouldn’t
allow me to get to trainings. I appreciate all the time and effort you put in and looking forward to seeing you develop
further as a coach. A big thanks to Bek Moroney for umpiring, she allowed the kids to just play the game and umpired
the way you saw it.
Thanks for a great year with a fantastic group of girls. For those still U15 next season I look forward to seeing your
improvement and those who are too old – enjoy your next season in the U18 girls.
Kimberly Hughes

Under 13 Boys

Season 2012 started off quite unknowingly for the u13 lads as we started the year with only 6 players. We weren’t sure
if we were able to enter a team or not but we bit the bullet and decided to go ahead.
The first half of the season saw the boys entering the pitch with our 6 players and 6 under 11s and 9s. Usually this
would prove quite difficult but to the boys credit and the great courage of our junior magpies each game we
consistently challenged our opponents and played some excellent hockey.
By mid season we had secure another 3 lads to the team and started our winning stretch towards the finals. By the
seasons end we had narrowly missed out on the top 4 by one game. An excellent result considering the challenges and
obstacles that stood in our way.
Over the year we had 14 different fill ins from the u11s and u9s. A big thanks to those who helped by filling in and
enabling us to have a team each week. Also thanks to the Wightmans, Mark Victory and Matt Lloyd for helping me and
the team out each week.
Well done magpies on an excellent season.
Michael Lubcke

Under 13 Girls

The under 13’s girls showed their strong characteristics early by running their own training before coaches were found
just before the first game. The girls made a great team working together and taking turns at leading when needed. We
started the first game with 16 plays including Mel Garner from u15 who agreed to be our goalie and were please to end
the year with everyone still playing. The team is a mixture of older experienced girls who have the strength and skill to
play women’s metro league as well, other girls who will be following in their footsteps next year and we were also
fortunate to have girls new to hockey.
Having sixteen 11, 12 and 13 year old girls in one location can be a loud, noisy and an unfocused environment; however
one thing they also always brought was loads of enthusiasm. What was lacking at trainings was made up for with on
the field where everyone listened, talked and played any position they were asked to. As coaches we were spoilt with
option to play people in. We had strong defenders who could also play forward and versatile midfield and strikers. With
options on the bench the common request was that the girls run until exhausted then sub. It was also frequently heard
“I want to go back on”.
We started out a little slow with consecutive draws before our first win; that was the 3 Adelaide teams out of the way.
We then had another draw before finding our form winning the rest of our games with the exception of 2 more draws.
This left us with 10 wins and 5 draws for the season. The team is proud to be able to state that we were UNDEFEATED
for 2012; unfortunately the draws put us in second place at the end of the season. Our finals campaign saw the team
keen to have two training a week in lead up to our first final. Unfortunately we lost to Adelaide Red 2-3; this left us to
play Grange for a place in the grand finale. Sadly we lost 2-1 and this ended our 2012 season.
Special thanks to all the parents who were as much a part of the success of the team as the girls, also Chris Garner for
all his help and Mike Feeney for taking the pressure off and providing umpiring. Lastly to the best manager a team
could ever want – Mandy Hennessey.
We can’t wait to see you back next year and for the girls moving to U 15 we wish you all the best.
Tracy and Ashleigh

Under 11 Black

This ever keen and committed side of super little magpies featured the emerging hockey talents of, Meah Leary,
Lindsay Ould, Pru Cassar, Luke Simpson, Tash Bohm, Carter Holmes, Nate Newbie, Lili Anderson, McKenzie Allen, JK
Young and Jo Bertossa-Kirner and training partner Ruby. All season the players swapped positions, practised their drills
and wore their face masks – and tried to listen to the coach.
Thanks to juniors Josh, Billy and Chloe for umpiring. Special thanks to the U11 White and U 9 girls and especially U9
Tegan Powell for regularly playing up a level to help us field 11 players each game.
Thanks to all the great parents who did oranges, sharing lifts and barracked in good spirits.
Finally thanks to Simon Bohm, Wayne Anderson-Stevens and Mick Holmes for helping with face masks and goalie kit
ups, Sandy Anderson for helping with schnitzel nights, Cavan Newbie and Terry Ould for cleaning up the clubrooms
after Mexican night and Mr and Mrs. Young for coming to see every game.
Jason Young I tried to Coach but the kids make me muck around
Dave Kirner Who kept the ship on course Manager

Under 11 White

Under 11’s is a challenging time for those graduates from under 9's, the size of the ground and hitting skills are a couple
of these challenges. We developed a range of skills, hitting, passing, fitness, and positional play all this while having
some fun along the way. This led to some outstanding passages of play during some games which the players can be
proud. These passages of play came not from individuals but the team which made the coach and parents proud.
Having another U11 team was great for our competitive instincts but you wouldn't know it with the fun and
camaraderie between the players at and after training and the games. For those who missed the games between U11
Black and White they were terrific games to watch and coach, "Hockey is the winner" (Gary) don't miss it next year.
With much of the team being first year U11 players they will play much of their hockey together, forming strong
friendships and no doubt some excellent hockey together. The team is friendly, funny, chatty, loud and mischievous.
All the ingredients required for a fun season, which I think we all had.
Thank you to all who played goalie this year, tough gig but I think all enjoyed the challenge. Also thanks to those U11
Black and under 9 players who filled in for both teams. Many thanks for Billy and Albert for umpiring every week and
the continuous support of the parents for the team and individuals. Special thanks Suzie for allowing yourself to be
conned into Managing our team.
Individually I feel privileged to have coached these players and hope we can pick up next year where we have left off
for further development of the team.
Chris Garner

Under 9 Black

After a successful summer with Junior Development, the U9 black's started the season full of enthusiasm. 2012 would
be a family affair, with newcomers Hannah Cochrane, Matilda Ryan and Lachlan Box joining their older siblings for their
first year of competition. Emma Wightman and Darcy Conry came back into the team after a great season last year,
supported by a strong senior line up with Teagan Powell, Emily Cochrane, Sophie Ryan, Cameron Box, Summer
Bakopanos and Millie Johnson.
The team worked very hard through the season, and continued to improve each week. Coach Guy Wightman dedicated
his time to helping the kids to improve their skills, position play and general understanding and enjoyment of the game.
His commitment was well rewarded, with the black's presenting a full team of enthusiastic kids to nearly every Sunday
game. Congratulations to all the players for a great season, we hope you had fun!
Special thanks to our coach Guy Wightman for his time and unwavering patience, Jen for all her help at training and on
game days, Tracey Powell for managing the team (and constantly rotating bench), Carolyn Cochrane for umpiring, and
all the U9 Black parents for their support (and sideline cheers) during the season. Thanks also to the U9 White
players, coach Jordan Bell, manager Nik Szkolik and president Gary Szkolik for all of their assistance and support during
the year. Finally we would like to wish all the best to the U9 players that are moving up to U11's next year and look
forward to seeing the returning U9's (and their friends) for another great season next year.
Go you Magpies!
Tracey Powell, Manager

Under 9 White

Under 9 White had a good season. We started the year with only two players having played matches last season and
welcomed more new players during the year. As far as I can tell the children enjoyed their hockey and it was great to
see them all improve their skills as the year went on. We were also able to give players the chance to try a variety of
positions which helped them learn more about the game. I was really, really pleased to see that as the season
proceeded the players also developed a lot of team skills and by the end of the year there was some excellent passing
and teamwork happening. Some of the older players also had the chance to fill in for the Under 11 Teams and get a
look at the game at the next level – those who did played well and it was good experience for them. The team won
most of their matches this year however the best thing was to see the players enjoying the game, learning and
improving.
I’d particularly like to thank our team manager Nicole Szkolik. She did a huge job in organising things every week and in
helping with substitutions so all players had a good run on the pitch; not to mention she stepped up to coach when I
was away one weekend ... and it poured with rain. Thanks also to Gary Szkolik for umpiring our matches and to Guy
Wightman, coach of Under 9 Black – there were a lot of Under 9’s to coach on Thursday nights! Jen also deserves a big
thank you for her help at training as do parents and other people who helped out. Lastly, thank you to the player’s
parents for your interest and involvement during the season and bringing your children out to play hockey.
Well done this year Under 9 White! I’m looking forward to seeing you back on the field next year.
Jordan Bell, Coach, Under 9 White

Senior Awards

Junior Awards

Magpie Medallists:
Premier League Men— Cameron Joyce, Tom Fitzgerald
Premier League Women— Brooke Appleyard

Best & Fairest:
U18B -- Lewis Guerin Hanlon
U18G -- Courtney Rudd
U15B -- Alex Pollard
U15G -- Natasha Greenshields
U13B -- Callum Wickman
U13G -- Brigette Belton
U11 White -- Tahlea Tape
U11 Black -- Carter Holmes
U9 Black -- Tegan Powell
U9 White -- Anne-Marie Savas

Player's Choice:
Premier League Men— Beau Alisauskas
Premier League Women— Sarah Harrison
Best & Fairest:
Metro 1M— Will Abineri
Metro 2M— Kris Schiller
Metro 3M— Sean Pearce
Metro 4M— Michael Filsell
Metro 5M— Jonathon Wilson
Metro 6M— Barry Thomas
Masters B— Guy Wightman
Metro 1W— Ash Fechner, Ilona Flockhart
Metro 2W— Chloe Leary
Metro 3W— Kristy Rudd
Metro 4W— Kate Ramsey
Masters Women— Tessa Leary
Best Team Person/Coaches Award:
Metro 1M Dion Tate
Metro 2M Kieran Caldwell
Metro 3M Adrian Selder
Metro 4M Clinton Duff
Metro 5M Ryan Johnstone
Metro 6M Tyson Gregory
Masters Men Terry Horne
Metro 1W Margaret Schiller
Metro 2W Rebecca North
Metro 3W Nat Buckley
Metro 4W Kate Ramsay
Masters Women Karen Abineri & Sue Kitto
Perpetual Trophies:
“Allan Drever” – Club Championship Trophy PL & M1
Men's & Women's Teams
“Trevor Cibich” – Most Outstanding Coach: Mark Victory
“A.A Weir”-Most Outstanding Club Member: Mark Moore
“Bill Drewett”–Exceptional Playing Services: Darren Pettrey
“Marilyn Young”–Exceptional Playing Services: Jessi Cibich

Best Team Person
U18B -- Tyson Gregory
U18G -- Lisa Kitto
U15G -- Melissa Garner
U13B -- Dylan Lawrence
U13G -- Holly Battersby
U11 White -- Kloe Schiller
U11 Black -- Lindsay Ould
Most Improved:
U18B -- Corey Battersby
U18G -- Lisa Jones
U15B – Ben Main
U15G -- Brianna Moody
U13B -- Damon Victory
U13G -- Nicola Higgins
U11 White -- Zac Carter
U11 Black -- Lili Stevens and McKenzie Allen
Encouragement Award
U15B -- Dylan Newble
U9 Black -- Cameron Box & Matilda Ryan
U9 White -- Charlie LeMaistre & Ruby Fewings
Perpetual Trophies
Mark Victory Junior Champion Team: Under 18 Girls
Craig Victory Most Promising Junior: Adam Lawrence
Bianca Greenshields Most Promising Junior: Courtney Rudd

Thank you to our generous sponsors

